To compare survival and rates of cognitive and functional decline in patients with autopsyconfirmed frontotemporal dementia (FTD) and Alzheimer disease (AD) in a large multicenter study. Background: Despite advances in the clinical characterization of FTD, little is known about its rate of progression. Characterizing survival and rate of decline in FTD is important because it can provide prognostic guidelines and benchmarks to use in the evaluation of disease-modifying drugs. Methods: Seventy patients with FTD and 70 patients with AD who were followed by seven Alzheimer disease research centers until confirmation of diagnosis at autopsy were matched for overall age, education, and Mini-Mental State Examination (MMSE) score at initial evaluation. Survival and rates of cognitive and functional decline were compared. Results: Patients with FTD had significantly shorter survival from initial evaluation to death than patients with AD (FTD ϭ 4.2 years, AD ϭ 6.0 years; log-rank test ϭ 5.17, p Ͻ 0.05), and they declined significantly faster over one year on the MMSE (mean annual rate of change: Ϫ6.7 points for FTD vs Ϫ2.3 points for AD). A significantly greater proportion of patients with FTD were impaired in basic activities of daily living (ADLs) at initial evaluation, and lost the capacity for independent or minimally-assisted ADLs over the subsequent year. Conclusions: The results are consistent with shorter survival and faster rates of cognitive and functional decline in patients with frontotemporal dementia (FTD) compared to those with Alzheimer disease (AD). This suggests that FTD follows a more malignant disease course than AD once dementia is clinically recognized. NEUROLOGY 2005;65:397-403 Frontotemporal dementia (FTD) is the overarching label used to describe a spectrum of neurodegenerative disorders characterized by a progressive dementia syndrome arising from relatively circumscribed frontal and temporal lobar atrophy.
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Frontotemporal dementia (FTD) is the overarching label used to describe a spectrum of neurodegenerative disorders characterized by a progressive dementia syndrome arising from relatively circumscribed frontal and temporal lobar atrophy. 1 It is estimated that approximately 3 to 20% of all cases of dementia may be FTD [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] and the disorder is particularly prevalent when the age at onset of dementia is younger than 65. 2, 4 FTD is pathologically heterogeneous and includes tau-positive pathology with or without Pick bodies (i.e., Pick disease), tau-negative, ubiquitinpositive inclusions associated with motor neuron disease (FTD-MND), or may lack distinctive histopathology (i.e., dementia lacking distinctive histopathology [DLDH]). 8 Recent consensus criteria have identified three distinct clinical syndromes associated with FTD: the classic frontal-variant dementia, progressive nonfluent aphasia, and semantic dementia. 9 Depending on the initial topography of pathology, patients with FTD present with one of these clinical syndromes, but they may eventually develop features of the other syndromes as the disease progresses. FTD shares many clinical features with the more common Alzheimer disease (AD), but recent studies indicate that these disorders can often be differentiated based on specific behavioral [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] and cognitive [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] characteristics. An aspect of FTD and AD that has not been carefully compared is survival and the nature and rate of clinical decline. Although extensive research has been conducted on the natural history of AD, [26] [27] [28] much less is known about survival and clinical deterioration in FTD. Characterizing survival and rates of functional and cognitive decline in FTD is important for a variety of reasons: 1) distinct patterns of decline over time may aid in differential diagnosis, 2) information about survival and rate of decline provides prognostic guidelines for patients and their families, and 3) knowledge of the typical rate of decline in FTD is crucial for the evaluation of diseasemodifying drugs.
Two of the largest studies to explore survival in FTD 29, 30 revealed a particularly malignant course. A median interval of 6 years from estimated onset of symptoms to death was observed in a sample of patients with autopsy-confirmed FTD. 30 A similar median survival of 8 years was found in a mixed clinically-diagnosed and autopsy-confirmed FTD series. 29 These values fall within the range of years of survival usually reported for patients with AD, 27, 28 but neither study directly compared survival in the two disorders. A study that directly compared FTD and AD 31 found similar duration of survival in the two groups after age at first visit, level of education, and sex had been statistically controlled. However, this finding remains open to question because the patient groups were largely not autopsy-confirmed, they differed substantially in estimated age at onset of symptoms, and they were not matched for dementia severity at baseline. Previous studies have shown that these latter two variables can have an important influence on duration of survival in patients with AD 27, 28 and it is possible that they also influence survival in patients with FTD.
Two recent studies directly compared rates of cognitive and behavioral decline in FTD and AD. 31, 32 The first of these studies modeled rates of cognitive and functional decline in the two groups using crosssectional and longitudinal data from a mixed sample of clinically-diagnosed (Pick disease) and autopsyconfirmed FTD cases. 32 Patients with clinical Pick disease declined significantly faster than those with AD on measures of global dementia severity, language, and a scale measuring activities of daily living. The clinical diagnosis of Pick disease was made in individuals with progressive dementia, prominent language impairments, and subtle personality changes, so this sample may not be representative of the full FTD spectrum of disorders. Furthermore, rate of decline was modeled against duration of illness by caregiver report, an interval that can be difficult to establish reliably. In contrast to these results, the second study found that cognitive abilities measured by the Mini-Mental State Examination (MMSE) declined more slowly in patients with FTD than in those with AD. 31 It should be noted, however, that the patient groups were not matched for age or MMSE scores at the initial assessment, so the observed difference in rate of decline could simply reflect these factors and not fundamental differences between the two disorders.
Given the paucity of knowledge and inconsistent findings regarding potential differences in the natural history of FTD and AD, we directly compared survival and rates of cognitive and functional decline exhibited by patients with autopsy-confirmed FTD or AD who were followed at a group of dementia research centers. Specifically we set out to 1) compare survival in patients with autopsy-confirmed FTD and AD who were matched on age and dementia severity at baseline, 2) compare the severity of functional impairment in these matched patient groups, and 3) compare the rates of cognitive and functional decline in FTD and AD over a 12-month period.
Methods. In 2002 we developed a multi-center registry of autopsy-confirmed FTD cases through the auspices of the National Alzheimer's Coordinating Center (NACC). The following analyses are based on clinical data collected prospectively at seven NACC-participating National Institutes of Aging (NIA)-funded AD Centers from around the United States (University of California, San Diego; University of Texas Southwestern Medical Center, Dallas; University of Washington, Seattle; University of California, Davis; University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia; University of California, Los Angeles; Mayo Clinic, Jacksonville). The ADRCs are specialty centers dedicated to research on the course, clinical presentation, diagnosis, and treatment of dementia. Because cognitive symptoms are usually the chief problem prompting referral to the centers, patients included in this study may differ from samples collected elsewhere (e.g., community-based samples and sites that include referrals for psychiatric or behavioral problems). Although diagnostic expertise at the Centers leads to referral of unusual or diagnostically difficult patients, it is possible that patients with FTD with slowly progressive behavioral and personality changes may have been excluded from this study.
Subjects. The FTD patients included in this study demonstrated progressive dementia and received a primary neuropathological diagnosis of FTD at autopsy. Patients were recruited between 1980 and 2001, and came to autopsy by fall 2003. As inclusion criteria, patients were required to have dementia at their initial ADRC evaluation, with MMSE 33 scores greater than 14/30. Data were compiled for 70 patients with FTD (The University of Texas Southwestern Medical Center ϭ 16; University of California, San Diego ϭ 15; University of Washington ϭ 10; University of California, Davis ϭ 10; University of Pennsylvania ϭ 9; University of California, Los Angeles ϭ 8; Mayo Clinic, Jacksonville ϭ 2). Final clinical diagnoses for the autopsy-confirmed FTD patients were as follows: FTD ϭ 34, primary progressive aphasia ϭ 2, corticobasal degeneration ϭ 1, probable or possible AD ϭ 25, dementia with Lewy bodies ϭ 1, other ϭ 7. It is not clear whether the high rate of AD diagnoses in our FTD sample was due to unusual clinical presentations (i.e., prominent memory deficits), or reflects a lack of access or familiarity with diagnostic criteria for FTD (most of these patients were diagnosed before consensus diagnostic criteria were established). Of the 70 autopsy-confirmed FTD cases, 48 formed a longitudinally-studied subset with clinical data from their initial ADRC evaluation (evaluation 1) and an annual follow-up evaluation (evaluation 2). The annual interval between the first and second evaluations was defined as more than 6 months and less than 18 months, with an average of 12 months (table 1). The remaining 22 cases were either lost to clinical follow-up or had follow-up evaluations that exceeded the specified time interval.
The matched patients with AD were selected from a larger series of patients with autopsy-confirmed AD, who had completed baseline evaluations at these same centers, with the restriction that one patient with AD was matched to each FTD patient for age, years of education, and baseline MMSE score. Patients with AD matched to the FTD patients that formed the longitudinallystudied subset also had to have at least a baseline and an annual follow-up evaluation within a 6 to 18 month period.
Mean age, years of education, MMSE scores, and years from estimated onset to evaluation 1 are presented in table 1. As expected from the matching procedure, patient groups did not differ significantly in age [FTD ϭ 65.0 years; AD ϭ 67.0 years; t (138) ϭ Neuropathologic diagnosis. Autopsy was performed according to established protocols at each ADRC. Brains were examined by an experienced neuropathologist at each site in order to make a clinicopathologic diagnosis. The classification of FTD pathology was made according to McKhann et al. 8 guidelines. Pick disease was defined by the presence of Pick bodies in the hippocampal granule cell layer and/or pyramidal cell layer of the frontal and temporal cortices. Pick bodies were identified by their characteristic morphology on hematoxylin and eosin sections, and additional staining according to the protocol of each site. Cases with taunegative, ubiquitin-positive inclusions in brainstem motor nuclei and/or hippocampus (typical of MND), were classified as FTD with MND-type inclusions. Finally, cases with nonspecific atrophy and spongy vacuolization in frontal and/or temporal areas in the absence of silver-, tau-, or ubiquitin-positive intraneuronal inclusions were defined as DLDH. All FTD brains lacked significant AD pathology. For the purposes of data analyses, tau-predominant FTD pathology was used as a single category, and was not split according to the type of microtubule binding repeats. Among FTD subjects, 19 of 67 cases presented with tau-postive inclusions (three cases were not specifically stained for tau). Out of 56 cases with reported ubiquitin staining, 24 presented with ubiquitinpositive inclusions. The clinicopathologic diagnosis of AD was made according to both NIA 34 and Consortium to Establish a Registry for AD (CERAD) criteria. 35 Procedure. Data collected for each patient at each site included estimated age at onset (based on interview with a knowledgeable informant), baseline (i.e., evaluation 1) MMSE score, and the informant's rating of functional capacity to perform basic ADLs at baseline. Basic ADL ratings were obtained for bathing, dressing, grooming (defined as combing hair, washing face, putting on make-up), and toileting using the following scale: 0 ϭ no problems, independent; 1 ϭ needs reminders or some help; 2 ϭ needs extensive help or is unable to perform the function. For comparison of basic ADL capacity at baseline, FTD and AD patients were defined as impaired if they were rated as 1 or 2 at the initial evaluation.
Date of death and date of the baseline evaluation for each patient was reported by each site. Survival was measured in two ways: 1) the number of years from evaluation 1 to death and 2) the number of years from estimated disease onset to death.
A subset of FTD patients and matched AD patients had a systematic reevaluation after an interval of approximately one year. Follow-up MMSE scores from evaluation 2 were available for this subgroup, which allowed us to calculate the annual rate of change (ARC) in MMSE score for each patient using the following formula:
ARC ϭ [MMSE at evaluation 2 Ϫ MMSE at evaluation 1]/time between evaluations (years).
Decline in functional abilities was calculated by determining whether or not a basic ADL that was intact or minimally impaired (i.e., rated 0 or 1) at evaluation 1 was lost (i.e., completely impaired or needed extensive help and rated 2) by evaluation 2.
Data analysis. Survival in the FTD and AD groups was analyzed using Kaplan-Meier Survival Analysis and log rank tests. Group comparisons of basic ADL's were made with 2 tests or with Student t tests. Rate of decline on the MMSE was analyzed using repeated measures analysis of variance (RM ANOVA). All statistical analyses were performed using SPSS version 11 (SPSS, Chicago, IL).
Results. Despite comparable baseline MMSE scores and similar intervals between the estimated onset of disease and the baseline evaluation, patients with FTD had significantly shorter survival from the initial evaluation to death than patients with AD (log-rank test ϭ 5. Data for all patients who received a baseline evaluation are shown on the left and data for a subset of patients followed longitudinally for 1 year are shown on the right.
FTD ϭ frontotemporal dementia; AD ϭ Alzheimer disease; eval ϭ evaluation; MMSE ϭ Mini-Mental State Examination.
history of a similar dementing illness (log-rank test ϭ 0.28, p Ͼ 0.05). The percentage of patients with FTD and AD who were impaired (i.e., rated as 1 or 2) on each basic ADL at the baseline evaluation is shown in table 2 (Complete impairment at initial evaluation (i.e., rated as 2) was seen in 8% of patients with FTD and 0% of patients with AD for bathing; 5% of patients with FTD and 3% of patients with AD for dressing; 3% of patients with FTD and 0% of patients with AD for grooming and 12% of patients with FTD and 3% of patients with AD for toileting). It should be noted that the sample sizes for each ADL differ because of differences in the data collected at each site. Although the patient groups had comparable baseline MMSE scores and similar intervals between estimated onset of disease and the baseline evaluation, a significantly greater proportion of FTD patients than patients with AD were impaired in bathing ( In addition to faster decline on the MMSE, patients with FTD exhibited faster decline than AD patients in basic activities of daily living (table 3) . A significantly higher percentage of patients with FTD lost the capacity for independent or minimally-assisted bathing ( 2 ϭ 9.66, p Ͻ 0.01), dressing ( 2 ϭ 17.91, p Ͻ 0.01), grooming ( 2 ϭ 17.78, p Ͻ 0.01), or toileting ( 2 ϭ 9.95, p Ͻ 0.01) over the 1 year period following the baseline evaluation. Indeed, from one-fourth to more than one-half of the patients with FTD lost the facility for these basic ADL's, whereas at most one AD patient lost these basic functional abilities by year 2. It should be noted that this analysis only pertains to those patients with FTD and AD who maintained some capacity (i.e., were rated as 0 or 1) for the basic ADL's at the baseline evaluation, and does not include those who were initially completely impaired (i.e., rated as 2 at baseline).
To determine whether the functional loss of patients with FTD mirrored their cognitive loss, the mean ARC in MMSE scores were compared for those patients with FTD who lost or retained each basic ADL over the 1-year period after the baseline evaluation ( In order to explore differences in survival and rate of cognitive decline by pathologic subgroup, FTD cases were classified according to the presence or absence of taupositive or ubiquitin-positive inclusions. Tau-positive FTD cases survived a median of 5.7 years (95% CI ϭ 3.2 to 8.1 year) from initial evaluation to death compared to a median of 3.7 years (95% CI ϭ 2.7 to 4.6 years) for taunegative patients. Although tau-positive cases showed a trend toward longer survival, this difference did not reach significance (log-rank test ϭ 2.05, p ϭ 0.152). Annual rates of change in MMSE scores did not differ significantly by the presence or absence of tau-positive pathology [taupositive ARC ϭ 5.6 points, tau-negative ARC ϭ 7.1 points; t (43) Ͻ 1 ]. Conversely, ubiquitin-positive cases showed a trend toward shorter survival from initial evaluation to death (3.6 years; 95% CI ϭ 3.0 to 4.2 years) compared to ubiquitin-negative cases (4.7 years; 95% CI ϭ 3.4 to 5.9 years), but this difference was not significant (log-rank test ϭ 0.57, p ϭ 0.45). Annual rates of change in MMSE scores did not differ significantly by the presence or absence of ubiquitin-positive pathology [ubiquitin-positive ARC ϭ 7.9 points, ubiquitin-negative ARC ϭ 5.9 points; t (36) ϭ 1.05; p Ͼ 0.05 ].
Figure. Kaplan-Meier survival curves for frontotemporal dementia (FTD) (broken lines) or Alzheimer disease (AD) (straight lines). Upper panel shows significantly shorter survival from baseline evaluation to death in FTD than AD. Lower panel shows shorter survival from estimated symptom onset to death in FTD than AD (not significant).
Discussion. The results of this study are consistent with shorter survival and a more rapid cognitive and functional decline in patients with FTD than patients with AD. Although the patients with FTD and AD were of similar age and stage of dementia as measured by MMSE scores or time since estimated onset of symptoms, median survival among patients with FTD from time of initial evaluation was 4.2 years, compared to 6.0 years for AD. Survival from estimated disease onset to death also tended to be shorter in patients with FTD (a median of 8.0 years) than in those with AD (a median of 9.0 years), although estimates of disease onset based upon informant report may be unreliable and difficult to compare across disorders with different presenting symptoms. The total duration of survival for the FTD patients in the present study is similar to the 6 to 8 years previously reported. 29, 30 The 9.0 years of survival for patients with AD is also within the range of previously reported survival for these patients, although it is considerably longer than the duration of survival observed in a population-based prevalent sample 26 that had a much higher average age than the present series (AD ϭ 83.8 years vs FTD ϭ 68.0 years). Not surprisingly, median survival after diagnosis of AD is critically age-dependent, with younger patients surviving longer; one study reported median survival of 8 years at age 65 and approximately 3 years at age 95. 27 Despite comparable MMSE scores and estimated time since first symptoms at baseline, patients with FTD were more impaired than those with AD on basic ADL's such as bathing, dressing, grooming and toileting. This finding is consistent with previous reports, 32 and suggests that FTD has a more malignant course than AD in terms of its impact on the ability to function independently. The more rapid deterioration of basic functional abilities in patients with FTD than in those with AD was confirmed by the longitudinal analysis which showed that one-fourth to more than one-half of FTD patients who could perform ADLs independently or with minimal assistance at an initial evaluation lost that ability within 1 year. Virtually all patients with AD in contrast, retained these basic functional abilities over the same time period. The particularly rapid rate of functional decline in patients with FTD might be mediated by both cognitive and behavioral deficits arising from frontal lobe damage. Patients with FTD often present with prominent behavioral problems such as apathy, disinhibition, poor planning, and an inability to appreciate the consequences of their behavior, [10] [11] [12] 14, 16, 17, 36 and these deficits might contribute to their early neglect of hygiene and to their particularly severe functional decline. It is likely that functional decline is also related to cognitive impairment, as those patients with FTD who lost their basic ADLs showed significantly greater decline on the MMSE than those who did not. More detailed longitudinal studies are needed to identify the relative contributions of cognitive and behavioral deficits to functional decline in patients with FTD, including their impact on more complex instrumental ADLs. Unfortunately, information regarding instrumental ADLs was unavailable for the present analysis because widely differing scales were administered across sites. However, such studies will be particularly important since functional disability may be one of the most problematic aspects of FTD, leading to an early need for increased home care or institutionalization.
In addition to shorter survival, patients with FTD exhibited faster cognitive decline than patients with AD over 1 year. This difference occurred despite equivalent baseline MMSE scores and estimated time since onset of symptoms for the two groups, indicating similar levels of dementia severity for both groups. The 2.3 point annual decline on the MMSE for the patients with AD is consistent with previous reports (for review, see Aguero-Torres 37 ), but was significantly lower than the 6.7 point decline exhibited by patients with FTD. Although the brevity of the MMSE does not allow an examination of the specific cognitive abilities that may be particularly vulnerable to FTD, the test is heavily language dependent and could be especially susceptible to decline in those FTD patients who have semantic dementia or primary progressive aphasia. It should also be noted that the MMSE may not be ideal for tracking cognitive decline because it is susceptible to floor and ceiling effects. 38 Future studies comparing the rate and nature of cognitive decline in FTD and AD patients using neuropsychological instruments that thoroughly assess a wider range of cognitive functions are warranted.
There are a number of caveats to consider when interpreting the present results. First, it is possible that the clinical and pathologic heterogeneity within the spectrum of FTD disorders 8, 9 gives rise to distinct rates of disease progression that differs by clinical or pathologic subtype. Although the present study was relatively underpowered to perform subgroup analyses, our findings revealed a trend toward shorter survival and faster rates of cognitive decline in FTD cases with tau-negative and ubiquitin-positive inclusions. These preliminary findings are consistent with a previous study that found shorter survival in patients with FTD and MND, as well as longer survival in patients with tau-positive pathology. 30 Similarly, distinct rates of cognitive and functional deterioration might occur in the various clinical subtypes of FTD, but we are unable to address this possibility due to insufficient retrospective clinical data to allow differential diagnoses within the FTD sample.
Second, the present results may under-estimate survival and over-estimate rates of cognitive and functional decline because this is an autopsy-based sample that may be biased toward individuals who progress rapidly and die. Patients with slower progression and longer survival may be less likely to come to autopsy. While we cannot rule out this possibility, its likelihood is small because the brain donor programs at the participating sites have been operating much longer than the expected duration of the diseases of interest and make strong effort to enroll all potential patients. If a survival bias exists in the sample, it should have an equivalent impact on patients with FTD or AD. Thus, the disparate durations of survival and rates of progression observed for the two disorders should not be a result of this factor.
Finally, the matching procedures used in the present study may not have adequately equated the groups in terms of initial severity of impairment or estimated time of onset of symptoms. It is possible that the patients with FTD were actually farther along in disease course than those with AD at the time of the initial evaluation, given the observed differences in functional impairment at baseline. Although the groups were matched on MMSE scores, the MMSE may not be sensitive to the earliest neurocognitive changes that occur in FTD. We had access to limited standardized clinical data across the centers, and chose ratings for dementia severity and ADL that are widely used in research and practice. The development of a clinical staging system using the most appropriate rating scales for FTD would assist future studies. Because the patients with FTD were recruited before clinical criteria for the disorder were well established and specific behavioral questionnaires were not available, it is possible that informants underestimated time of onset of the disorder given the unusual and insidious nature of the symptoms. It is also possible that the FTD sample is not highly representative of the entire population. Cases were obtained from ADRCs that usually receive referrals because of suspected cognitive impairment rather than behavioral dysfunction that may characterize early FTD. Furthermore, the patients with FTD and AD were matched for age which may have resulted in a somewhat older than usual sample of patients with FTD and younger than usual sample of patients with AD. However, because age strongly influences rates of cognitive decline, and is associated with changes in mobility and physical health, we did not want to allow a wide mismatch between the AD and FTD groups. Despite the potential biases the matching procedures may have introduced, they allowed cognitive and functional decline to be measured over a defined period of time from a reliably known starting point, and they controlled for any differential effect of the well-known impact of age on survival.
Our findings suggest that brief clinical ratings of cognitive and functional abilities can serve as measures of clinical progression in FTD. More precise and detailed instruments will help to characterize the relationship between cognition, behavior and function in FTD, and will help to determine the extent to which factors such as clinical and pathologic subtypes of FTD and genetic or biologic factors influence rates of progression.
